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3 ways to tackle health concerns about energy drinks

12.08.2019 - According to Mintel estimates, the en-

ergy drinks market in China has been experiencing

explosive growth in recent years. However, it is still

lagging behind other global energy drink markets.

In fact, Chinese consumers’ volume consumption of

energy drinks is only slightly over a tenth of that of

US consumers, showing great potential for the cat-

egory to grow further in the coming years.
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Today, Chinese consumers are leading increasing-

ly fast-paced lifestyles and more and more Chinese

companies have started to adopt longer working

hours. As a result, consumers are in need of food

and drink products that help them refuel energy and

get through their intensive work schedule.

Indeed, energy drinks have great potential in this

area as they are seen as a solution that can help

with busy and hectic lifestyles by boosting energy

levels, for instance.

However, concerns over energy drinks are impeding

the development of the category in China. Accord-

ing to Mintel research, Chinese consumers think that

sports drinks contain too many artificial additives,

are concerned about the side effects caused by

functional drinks, and find energy drinks too sweet.

As such, players in the market are challenged to

overcome these barriers.

Natural ingredients offer more appeal

Mintel Trend ‘Bannedwagon’ highlights how con-

sumers’ interest in natural, organic and non-pro-

cessed products is rising, and this interest applies

to energy drinks. Mintel research shows that 43%

of Chinese consumers want energy drinks that are

made with natural ingredients. A more natural en-

ergy drink may resonate with consumers given

its healthy appeal. Uni-President, for instance, re-

launched its plant-based energy drink Gou Ran ear-

lier this year, having spotted consumers’ need for a

natural and healthy energy drink.

Taking inspiration from traditional recipes

Traditional or ancient recipes offer another source

of inspiration for creating healthy and natural ener-

gy drinks. For example, ingredients from tradition-

al Chinese medicine (TCM) such as ginseng, astra-

galus and ganoderma are all known for boosting en-
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ergy from the inside out. There are opportunities to

modernise these traditional or ancient recipes into

energy drinks that provide consumers with a natural

energy boost.

Natural drinks to enter the energy drink space

As energy drinks go natural, there are also oppor-

tunities for natural drinks entering the energy drink

space. The juice category, for instance, can consid-

er leveraging herbal or fruit ingredients as a natural

energy boost to mitigate the category’s recent de-

cline. Juice brands can consider entering the func-

tional space based on the category’s association

with naturalness and health. In addition, juices are

already perceived as a natural source for nutrition,

vitamins and fibre, which can drive consumers’ in-

terest for purchasing.
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